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Established 1961 

Ooredoo honors its distributors and retail
shops during an event at its headquarters 

Ooredoo Kuwait hosted a special event earlier this
week targeting its distributors and sub dealers.
The event is the second edition of the Smart 2.0

program, which is an incentive program for the company’s
distributors and sub dealers that was launched earlier this
year. The event was held at Ooredoo’s Headquarters and
was attended by a number of Distributors and Retail rep-
resentatives along with Ooredoo Senior Management.
This ceremony comes to reiterate Ooredoo’s commitment
to its partners in success, expressing gratitude for their
outstanding performance in the first half of 2018 and the
desired results they achieved. 

During the ceremony, Senior Director of Retail and
Franchise Sales Ahmed Dardab, and Senior Manager,

Channel Development and
Indirect Sales Samir Shehab
awarded 60 of the distribu-
tors and retail shops with the
highest sales figures on the
most recent prepaid prod-
ucts launched during this
year, along with certificates
of appreciation and trophies.
The top official distributers
received up to $100,000
worth of cheques as well as
trophies of appreciation. Fun

and entertaining contests included a number of prizes. 

The level and standards of performance were meas-
ured by the latest inventory management systems and
sales monitoring systems that are used exclusively by
Ooredoo Kuwait operations department to secure the
highest sales through different point of sales. 

During the event, Senior Director of Retail and
Franchise Sales Ahmed Dardab stated, “We at Ooredoo
believe in the vital role our partners play in selling and
promoting our products, despite the challenges that
arise. We will continuously improve as well as create
programs that aim to raise the bar and motivate every-
one with no exceptions. We strongly believe that our
partners are well rounded centers that cater to the needs
of our customers.”

Senior Manager, Channel Development and Sales
Indirect Sales Samir Shehab added: “We are pleased to
host our partners and official distributors in this event to
honor them for the ongoing support they provide us with
and their contribution to the success of our business.
Ooredoo and its partners have been working together for
so many years and we are looking forward to further col-
laborate with each one of them in the very near future.”

It is worth mentioning that the company has obtained
a unique method in distributing products to retail shops
through a Kuwaiti team who are trained and educated
to develop new and effective distribution methods to
different locations that have a positive impact on the
sales results.

Top official distributors awarded with cheques up to $100,000

Marina Hotel Kuwait 
special summer offers 

Marina Hotel Kuwait intro-
duces the summer pro-
motion package for

guests to make the most of the
sunshine allowing them to enjoy a
relaxing holiday when the temper-
atures rise in Kuwait. Guests
along with their families and
friends can avail a number of
activities in the heart of one of the
most prominent places in Kuwait. 

The summer package includes
a luxurious stay in one of the
hotel’s spacious and renovated
rooms with a lavish breakfast buf-
fet. Guests will also have free
access to many facilities at the hotel: The Coral Reef Health Club, the squash court,
as well as the hotel’s secluded beach and all three pools; lap. Kid’s and family. 

To satisfy everyone’s palate, Six Palms Restaurant offers a daily breakfast buffet
featuring distinctive international cuisine while Atlantis restaurant serves a premium
lunch and dinner buffets with an amazing spread of traditional Arabic and
International dishes. Additionally, a tempting selection of Arabic sweets and mouth-
watering desserts are available. Summer package includes a 20% discount on lunch
and dinner buffets at the Atlantis Restaurant. 

Set among the scenic charm of the Arabian Gulf, with a walking distance to the
Marina Mall and Marina Crescent, one can enjoy a complete holiday with easy
access to their favorite shopping destinations. Make sure you book your room at the
award-winning Marina Hotel Kuwait for a unique getaway experience and excellent
standard of quality service. 

Samir Shehab Mejbel Al-Ayoub (left) and Tamer Shebl.

Saud Al-Fozan

Jumeirah Hotel
hosted celebrities 

As a long-term favorite with
celebrities seeking a luxu-
rious stay in Kuwait,

Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel
and Spa welcomed a number of
regional celebrities through-out
the holy month of Ramadan as
part of its exclusive partnership
with Marina FM Radio Station. 

For a full month, the luxurious
resort hosted a series of actors,
musicians, and singers visiting
Kuwait. Some of the famous fig-
ures included Lebanese
Composer Michel Fadel, Saudi
Arabian Actress Lojain Omran
and her sister Aseel Omran,
Lebanese music producer Hady
Charara, as well as the iconic
Egyptian actress Ragaa El
Gedawi to name a few.

Each celebrity was warmly
welcomed by the hotel team upon
arrival and made to feel at home
with the resort’s signature Stay Different experiences. Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel and
Spa has been the destination for numerous celebrity retreats since its opening offering its
trademark hospitality that aims to exceed all guests’ expectations.


